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Why you?  Why this?  
What brought you to this 

course? 

If you got to a place of success with 
students and their thinking, learning, 

and understanding, what would that be 
like for you?
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Core         
Goal

Core 
Belief

Core 
Practice

Core 
Question

§ To develop students’ thinking dispositions — their 
thinking habits — while deepening their subject matter 
understanding.

§ Dispositions are developed through enculturation in 
thoughtful settings over time.

§ How do we influence and shape classroom culture to 
make thinking a more central aspect of classroom 
life?

§ Thinking Routines and Documentation
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STEPPING INSIDE A CLASSROOM
Fostering Thinking Dispositions

What strikes you?  
What do you notice?

What kind of thinking 
dispositions does is seem this 
teacher wants to grow in her 
students?  And what makes you 

say that?



Curiosity & Wondering 

Looking Closely 

Building Theories & Explanations 

Reasoning with EvidenceEnvironment

Expectations

Time

Opportunities

Language

Routines & 
Structures

Modeling

Interactions Cultural Forces:   
Communicating the Classroom’s Story

How does a classroom’s 
Story get told?
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Establishing Patterns of Thinking in the 

Classroom

What exactly are thinking routines, 
and how do they differ from strategies 
or activities? 
How do teachers work with, make use 
of, and develop thinking routines over 
time?  
What happens for students when they 
work with thinking routines over time? 

Thinking Routines



think• ing n 

use of the mind to form 
thoughts, to look 
closely, to reason, to 
make connections, to 
consider perspectives, 
to uncover complexity, 
etc.



rou• tine  n
  
1. a pattern of 

behavior adopted 
for a particular 
circumstance

2. a rehearsed set of 
movements or 
actions that make up 
a performance



1. Tools, used over and over again in 
the classroom, that support specific 
thinking moves. 

2. Structures through which students 
collectively as well as individually 
initiate, explore, discuss, document, 
and manage their thinking. 

3. Patterns of behavior adopted to help 
one use the mind to form thoughts, 
reason, or reflect

think• ing   rou• tines  npl



Claim
Support
Question



Three candidates are running for mayor of Slugville.  Each has determined 
the typical income for the people in Slugville, using this information to help 
in their campaigns.

Mayor Phillips is running for re-election.  He says, “Slugville is doing great!  
The average income for each person is $2000 per week!”

Candidate Lily Jackson says, “Slugville is nice, but it needs my help!   The 
average income is only $100 per week.”

Candidate Ronnie Ruis says, “Slugville is in a lot of trouble!  The average 
income is $0 per week!”

Slugville has only 16 residents, 
and their weekly incomes are:
$0, $0, $0, $0, $0, $0, $0, $0, 
$200, $200, $200, $200, $200, 
$200, $200, $30600

How can this be?  Who is telling the 

truth here, really?  And what makes 

you say that?

What evidence might we use to give support to each of these claims?

What questio
ns might 

we need to throw back to 

these claims?

From Data About Us;  Connected Mathematics Project 
2;  Pearson/Prentice Hall



Data About Us



Data About Us

Making Thinking Visible:  An 

opportunity for them… an 

opportunity for me…



4 m

4 m

2 m 2 m

5 m

5 m

3 m3 m

1 m

1 m

6 m6 m

What’s the perimeter of 
this rectangle?

P = 12 m

P = 16 m

P = 14 m

Equivalent Expressions



What expression could you write that 
would help you find the perimeter of any 

rectangle?

W

W

LL

W + W + L + L

W + L + W + L

2W + L + L

W + W + 2L
2(W + L)

W² + L²

2(W x L)

(W + L)²

Which ones work?  Which ones don’t work?



W + W + L + L

W + L + W + L

2W + L + L

W + W + 2L

2(W + L)

W² + L²

2(W x L)

(W + L)²
Work

Don’t 
Work

How do you decide whether two 
expressions are equivalent or not?  



Claims on Trial



Headline #1:  Tonight We Turn the Page

Headline #2:  The Time to Turn Pages has Passed

What evidence might we 

use to give support t
hese 

claims?

What questions might we 
need to throw back to these claims?



Claim
Support
Question

What has potential?
What has promise here for you 

and your students?



COLOR SYMBOLIMAGE

A Routine for Distilling the Essence of a 
Topic



Leave the Identity Issues to Other Folks

Listen to the essay.  

What messages or themes stand 
out for you as particularly 

important, interesting, or insightful?



Standing in the rain waiting to go up the steps to the balcony of the Grand 
Theater I gripped Mama's hand and watched the little blond kids enter the 
lobby downstairs. It was the '50s, I was "colored" and this is what I 
believed: My place was in the balcony of the downtown theater, the back of 
the bus and the back steps of the White Dove Barbecue Emporium. When I 
asked Mama why this was so, she smiled and said, "Baby, people do what 
they do. What you got to do is be the best that you can be."  

We got our first television in the '60s and it brought into my living room the 
German shepherds, snapping at a young girl's heels. It showed children 
just like me going to school passing through throngs of screaming, angry 
folks, chanting words I wasn't allowed to say. I could no longer be 
"colored." We were Negroes now, marching in the streets for our freedom -- 
at least, that's what the preacher said. I believed that, even though I was 
scared, I had to be brave and stand up for my rights. 

In the '70s: beat-up jeans, hair like a nappy halo and my clenched fist 
raised, I stood on the downtown street shouting. Angry young black men in 
sleek black leather jackets and berets had sent out a call from the distant 
shores of Oakland, Calif. No more non-violence or standing on the front 
lines quietly while we were being beaten. Simple courtesies like "please" 
and "thank you" were over. It was official: Huey, H. Rap, and Eldridge said 
so. I believed in being black and angry.

Leave the Identity Issues to Other Folks

By the '80s, fertility gods lined the walls and crammed the display cases of 



With one of those big ideas in mind. . .

Choose a color that could 
represent that big idea

Create a symbol that could 
represent that big idea

Sketch an image that could 
represent that big idea

thisibelieve.org

http://thisibelieve.org


CSI:  Color, Symbol, Image
Nathan Armstrong, Year 7, Wesley College







COLOR 
SYMBOL
IMAGE
A Routine for Distilling the Essence of a 

Topic

What has potential?
What has promise here for you 

and your students?



• Day 2



THINKING
ROUTINES

ESTABLISHING PATTERNS OF 
THINKING IN THE CLASSROOM

Mark Church 
co-Author 
Harvard Project Zero’s 
Making Thinking Visible

…continuing the conversation



Independent

Willing to take risks

Look closely - beyond the surface

Curious and inquisitive

Reason critically

Analyze and synthesize, make 
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Language

If you got to a place of success 
with your students— in terms of 
their thinking, learning, and 
understanding — what would 
that look like for you?
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If you got to a place of success 
with your students— in terms of 
their thinking, learning, and 
understanding — what would 
that look like for you?

• patterns of behavior adopted for 
particular circumstances;

• rehearsed sets of movements that 
make up a performance

Is this a moment I need the students to 
look closely, and then really look closely? 

Is this a moment where I need the students 
to develop a theory and scrutinize 

evidence? 

Is this a moment where I need the students 
to put their thumb down on the pulse of our 

topic — capture the core essence?

What Makes You Say That?

See Think Wonder

Color Symbol Image

Claim Support Question



Connect?

Extend?

What idea from yesterday really 
connects for you — fastens on to beliefs 
you already hold about teaching, learning, 
and developing understanding?

What idea from yesterday extends 
your thinking in some way — takes it in 
new, further, or deeper directions?

Challenge?
So what do you suppose makes paying 
attention to students’ thinking challenging 
for you — for us — in this profession?



First person shares 
reflection for one 

minute.

Uninterrupted.

Second person 
shares reflection for 

one minute.

(building on where it 
makes sense)

Uninterrupted.

Silence.  Reset.
30 seconds.

Third person shares 
reflection for one 

minute.

(building on where it 
makes sense)

Uninterrupted.

Silence.  Reset.
30 seconds.

OPEN 
CONVERSATION:  

What’s coming up for 
us?  Big ideas?

What’s important here 
for us to take note of?

Silence.  Reset.
30 seconds.

Microlab Routine

Connect?

Extend?
Challenge?



1. Tools, used over and over again in 
the classroom, that support specific 
thinking moves. 

2. Structures through which students 
collectively as well as individually 
initiate, explore, discuss, document, 
and manage their thinking. 

3. Patterns of behavior adopted to help 
one use the mind to form thoughts, 
reason, or reflect

think• ing   rou• tines  npl



Zoom In
*A routine for  

looking closely,  
building explanations, 

and reasoning with 
evidence  

*And holding these actions up for scrutiny, 
revision, and reinterpretation based on further 
looking and reasoning



What do you see in this 
image?

What does it look like 
or remind you of?

What could be going on 
here and what makes 
you say that?



What more do you see now?

How does this new 
information add to or 
change your hypothesis 
about where this might be 
and what could be going on?  

What questions does these 
new details raise?



What new details 
come into view now?

How does this new 
information change or 
add to a developing 
interpretation of what 
might be going on 
here?



What new details do you see now?

How does this new information add to or change your 
hypothesis about where this might be and what could be 
going on?
  

What new questions do these emerging details raise?



What’s your theory -- Who might this person be?

When and where might this be?

What makes you say that?



And a little 
Zooming Out...



Now that we’ve zoomed in (and zoomed 
out), what questions have come up that 
you think are worth our taking notice of?

How has our zooming in (and zooming 
out) shaped our developing hypotheses 
about what’s going on here?
  

What questions and puzzles does all this 
zooming in (and zooming out) raise for 
us as we launch our topic:  Racism:  
Causes, Consequences, and 
Complexities



Looking Closely.  Noticing. Making 
interpretations based on evidence.  
Curiosity.  Skepticism.  Openness to 
Developing ideas. 

NOT “Guess this picture” 

Courtesy of the Smithsonian American Art Museum

Zoom In

What has potential?
What has promise here for you 

and your students?



Unveiling 
Stories



Unveiling 
Stories



What’s the story?

C
E
N
T
R
AL

…central, most visible
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H
U
M
AN What’s the human 

story here?

What’s the story?
…central, most visible

…helping us 
understand our fellow 
humanity
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… speaking to 
systemic global 
issues

What’s the human story here?
…helping us understand our fellow humanity

What’s the story?
…central, most visible

What’s the 
world story 
here?



HUMAN WORLD

CENTRAL

… speaking to 
systemic global 

issues

What’s the 
human story 

here?
…helping us 

understand our fellow 
humanity

What’s the story?
…central, most visible

What’s the 
world story 

here?



NEW
What is the new story here?
…capturing something novel, 
unique, or instructive about this 
issue being explored



N
E
W

UNTOLD

What’s the untold story here?

What is the new story here?
…capturing something novel, unique, 
or instructive about this issue being 
explored

… partial framings, note-worthy 
absences, unreported aspects



NEW

UNTOLD
What’s the untold story here?

What is the new story here?
…capturing something novel, 

unique, or instructive about this 
issue being explored

… partial framings, note-worthy absences, unreported 
aspects



What’s promising?  
What has potential 
here for you and 
your students?
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When           
Becomes                . . .
Looking Back & 
Looking Ahead

Mark Church 
Harvard Project Zero’s 

Making Thinking Visible & Cultures of Thinking 
church.mark@gmail.com

Thinking
Routine

mailto:church.mark@gmail.com


Establishing Thinking 
Routines helps teachers. . . 

Understand what is being learned and how ideas are being 
put together

Uncover misconceptions

Become more aware of the thoughtfulness individuals 
bring to their learning

Direct instruction to better meet the needs of the 
learner

Assess understanding versus merely assessing 
procedural performance



When thinking becomes routine…

What strikes you?  
What do you notice?

For students

What messages of learning are they 
receiving about what learning is?

What thinking habits are they 
developing?

For teacher

Understanding 
how ideas are being put 

together?

Uncovering conceptions and 
possible misconceptions?

Becoming more aware of the 
thoughtfulness of students?

Getting insight as to where 
to direct instruction 

next?



Fostering Thinking 
Dispositions in the 
High School English 

Classroom

David Camp, HoD English;
Emanuel School;  Sydney, Australia



!

See Think Wonder, Initially:  Blade Runner

! !

Helping students develop the habit of 
formulating deeper questions…



See Think Wonder, Developing:
Ted Hughes’ Birthday Letters

This time, the routine was used to guide their interactions with a 
collection of poems, helping them to move from the literal (this is a 
poem about a minotaur) to the more figurative (the minotaur is 
actually representative of the monsters we must face in the labyrinth of 
life:  what are our minotaurs?) 

See Think Wonder is becoming a very powerful tool for helping 
students move beyond basic thoughts that pop into their heads and into 
deeper territory. 



See Think Wonder, Deeply Embedded:
HSC Essay Writing

Students often struggle with every element of question interpretation, 
from working out what it is asking them to do, to finding the right bits 
of texts to use as supporting evidence, to adding depth to their 
discussion that moves beyond the simple terms of the question.  

I find that See Think Wonder can help students to plan out responses to 
essay questions if used to help them interpret the question itself.  

See Think Wonder excels at moving students from the literal to the 
figurative in a very short amount of time, so is great to use with 
students to get them to actually answer all elements of the question, use 
great evidence and provide more depth in their responses. 



‘Nothing, not even a Utopia, can necessarily make the pursuit of happiness a successful one that ends in 
capture. The best society can merely allow every individual to flourish in the pursuit.’ 

− DANIEL NETTLE, Happiness: The Science Behind Your Smile 

Discuss how The Republic engages in this pursuit of happiness. 

Give me your first intro… Just off the top of your head: 

Student:  The Republic by Plato engages in the pursuit of happiness 
by asking the question, is the Just man happy or is the Unjust man 
happy? This question is a very difficult one to answer and therefore 
goes into an in depth analysis of why people do just acts and why 
people do unjust acts. This relates back to the pursuit of happiness 
because they are trying to find out which person will be more happy 
and once they have the answer, they are able to carry out the pursuit 
and hopefully capture it. 

Give me your revised (more authentic) intro:  With your seeing… 
thinking… wondering… 

Student:  The word 'utopia' is actually defined as meaning a good 
place, but also no place or a place which does not exist. The idea of 
the pursuit of happiness therefore can never be achieved if happiness 
entails the perfect world because the perfect world or utopia is non-
existent. In Plato's The Republic, Plato discusses the issue of whether 
the just man is happier, or the unjust man is happier and in order to do 
this compares the Individual to the State. He shows that this Utopia is 
merely an idea and not a possibility and goes on to say that we should 
not aspire to create this state, but rather strive to come as close as 
possible to it. Plato uses the metaphors of The Sun, The Line and The 
Cave to illustrate the point that the just individual will be happier and 



Ultimately, in this Shakespearean drama, it is the representation of intense 
human relationships that captivates audiences. Explore the representation of at 
least ONE intense human relationship in Hamlet, evaluating its significance in 
the play as a whole. 

See:         representation; intense human relationships; captivate audiences; at least   
 ONE 
Think:     The ghost and Hamlet - intense supernatural, evil or human relationship? 
                Hamlet and Claudius - rivalry, polar opposites, "dual nature mankind" 
                Gertrude links into both relationships 
                Hamlet and himself/god/greater universe - "To be, or not to be..." 
Wonder:   What do these intense relationships demonstrate for our own lives? Are   
  there postmodern/existential/philosophical questions that arise from these   
 relationships, especially more figurative ones like with the supernatural     
and omnipresent God/morality? 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet grapples with the experiences that we all face throughout our 
lives – qualms of death and the afterlife, related troubles with morality, and, 
fundamentally, the question of the meaning of life.  It is these transcendent and often 
psychological explorations of intense human relationships that continue to captivate 
audiences in the modern age. Antithetical paradoxes dominate Hamlet’s soliloquies, 
such as the protagonist’s famous “To be, or not to be” speech where an exploration of 
the metaphysical relationship between Hamlet and God formulate all-pervading 
themes of appearance versus reality and order versus chaos.  Hamlet’s continued 
relationship with the omnipresent Ghost throughout the play further broadens the 
definition of “human” in question.  We may wonder if the supernatural being forms 

See Think Wonder:  The 
Routine

seeing thinking wondering 
as routine

Your Take-Away? 

What resonates?  What 
makes sense?



• In the classroom, it’s not just the routines 
themselves but the interactions that 
take place around routines that makes 
them powerful.

• Initially thinking routines often start off as 
activities, but in order to work over time 
they have to be seen as integrated and 
purposeful by the students.

Using Thinking Routines:  
Some Key Learnings



+1Routine
A routine for identifying important ideas worth remembering 

— exercising working memory, note taking, taking note

R e c a l l  
A d d  
R e v i e w  
&E labo ra te



Hi. I'm Kevin Allocca, I'm the trends manager at YouTube, and I professionally watch 
YouTube videos. It's true.  

So we're going to talk a little bit today about how videos go viral and then why that even 
matters.  
We all want to be stars -- celebrities, singers, comedians -- and when I was younger, that 
seemed so very, very hard to do.  
But now Web video has made it so that any of us or any of the creative things that we do 
can become completely famous in a part of our world's culture.  

Any one of you could be famous on the Internet by next Saturday.  
But there are over 48 hours of video uploaded to YouTube every minute. And of that, only a 
tiny percentage ever goes viral and gets tons of views and becomes a cultural moment.  

So how does it happen?  Three things: tastemakers, communities of participation and unexpectedness. All 
right, let's go. 

(Video) Bear Vasquez: Oh, my God. Oh, my God. Oh, my God! 
Wooo! Ohhhhh, wowwww! 
Last year, Bear Vasquez posted this video that he had shot outside his home in Yosemite 
National Park. In 2010, it was viewed 23 million times. (Laughter)  

This is a chart of what it looked like when it first became popular last summer.  But he didn't actually set out to make a viral video, Bear. He just wanted to share a rainbow. 
Because that's what you do when your name is Yosemite Mountain Bear. (Laughter)  

And he had posted lots of nature videos in fact. And this video had actually been 
posted all the way back in January.  

So what happened here?  Jimmy Kimmel actually. Jimmy Kimmel posted this tweet that would eventually propel the 
video to be as popular as it would become.  

Because tastemakers like Jimmy Kimmel introduce us to new and interesting things and 
bring them to a larger audience. 

(Video) Rebecca Black: ♫ It's Friday, Friday. Gotta get down on Friday. ♫ ♫ Everybody's 
looking forward to the weekend, weekend. ♫ ♫ Friday, Friday. Gettin' down on Friday. ♫ 

So you didn't think that we could actually have this conversation without talking about 
this video I hope.  

Rebecca Black's "Friday" is one of the most popular videos of the year. It's been seen 
nearly 200 million times this year.  

This is a chart of what it looked like. And similar to "Double Rainbow," it seems to have 
just sprouted up out of nowhere. 

So what happened on this day?  Well it was a Friday, this is true. And if you're wondering about those other spikes, those 
are also Fridays. (Laughter)  

But what about this day, this one particular Friday?  Well Tosh.0 picked it up, a lot of blogs starting writing about. Michael J. Nelson from Mystery 
Science Theater was one of the first people to post a joke about the video on Twitter.  
But what's important is that an individual or a group of tastemakers took a point of view 
and they shared that with a larger audience, accelerating the process. 

And so then this community formed of people who shared this big inside joke and they 
started talking about it and doing things with it.  

And now there are 10,000 parodies of "Friday" on YouTube. Even in the first seven 
days, there was one parody for every other day of the week. (Laughter)  

Unlike the one-way entertainment of the 20th century, this community participation is how 
we become a part of the phenomenon -- either by spreading it or by doing something new 
with it. 

(Music) So "Nyan Cat" is a looped animation with looped music. It's this, just like this. It's been 
viewed nearly 50 million times this year.  
And if you think that that is weird, you should know that there is a three-hour version of 
this that's been viewed four million times. 

Even cats were watching this video. (Laughter)  Cats were watching other cats watch this video. (Laughter) But what's important here is the creativity that it inspired amongst this techie, geeky 
Internet culture.  

There were remixes. (Laughter) Someone made an old timey version. (Laughter)  And then it went international. (Laughter)  An entire remix community sprouted up that brought it from being just a stupid joke to 
something that we can all actually be a part of. Because we don't just enjoy now, we 
participate. 

And who could have predicted any of this? Who could have predicted "Double Rainbow" 
or Rebecca Black or "Nyan Cat?" What scripts could you have written that would have 
contained this in it?  

In a world where over two days of video get uploaded every minute, only that which is 
truly unique and unexpected can stand out in the way that these things have.  

When a friend of mine told me that I needed to see this great video about a guy protesting 
bicycle fines in New York City, I admit I wasn't very interested. 
(Video) Casey Niestat: So I got a ticket for not riding in the bike lane, but often there are 
obstructions that keep you from properly riding in the bike lane. 
By being totally surprising and humorous, Casey Niestat got his funny idea and point 
seen five million times.  

And so this approach holds for anything new that we do creatively.  And so it all brings us to one big question ... (Video) Bear Vasquez: What does this mean? 
Ohhhh. (Laughter) 

What does it mean? Tastemakers, creative participating communities, complete 
unexpectedness, these are characteristics of a new kind of media and a new kind of 
culture where anyone has access and the audience defines the popularity.  

I mean, as mentioned earlier, one of the biggest stars in the world right now, Justin 
Bieber, got his start on YouTube.  

No one has to green-light your idea. And we all now feel some ownership in our own pop 
culture.  
And these are not characteristics of old media, and they're barely true of the media of 
today, but they will define the entertainment of the future. 

Thank you. 



+1
R e c a l l

A d d

R e v i e w  
&E labo ra te

Generate a list of key 
ideas you recall from the 

presentation that you feel is 
important to hang onto

Read through the list in front of 
you.   Add to the list… elaborate 
on a detail… offer a new point…

suggest a link or connection 
between ideas

Read through all the 
additions to your 

original recall list.  Add a 
few more ideas from what 
you’ve read here or what 

you’ve read on other 
sheets.

Group Interaction:

Now that we’ve +1…

 What key ideas seem to 
emerge from this 

presentation?  

What are the biggest ideas, 
themes, concepts worth our 
consideration as provoked by 

this talk?



HEADLINES
If you had to capture the heart of these 
key ideas or themes or provocations in a 
headline, what would it be?  

And what makes you say that?

Man Talks About YouTube Viral VideosX



But Who “Tastes” the 
Tastemakers?

The Future Is Here:  Ready or Not

Who’s Famous?  Who Fames Us?

Viral Videos:  FOR 
GOOD or FOR EVIL?



• Potential opportunity 

for my students?  What 

could be potentially rich 

here?

• Potentially rich interaction for my students?  What could be interesting to try here?



HEADLINES



www.visiblethinkingpz.org

MakingThinkingVisible

Mark Church 
Harvard Project Zero’s 
Making Thinking Visible 
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